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Student	Name:____________________________________________________					
Assignment:			_____________________________________________________																							
	
Class:				Beginning	B&W	Photography																																													
Instructor:	Randy	Matusow	
Criterion	 score	 comments	
Negatives:		
Developed	well	
Over	developed	
Under	developed	
Too	many	Clear		frames	
Too	many	Black		frames	
Rolled	correctly	
Properly	fixed	
dirty	
	 	
Camera	technique:	
Focus	
Exposure:	
					over		
					under	
good	choice	of	shutter	speed	
good	choice	of	aperture	
	
	 	
Printing	techniques:		
	
Contact	sheet	well	exposed	
Print	is	In	focus	
choice	of	contrast	filter	
		-blacks	
			-whites	
			-tonal	range	of	grays	
Dodge	
Burn	
	 	
Creativity	&	effort	
-Demonstrates	sufficient		
time	&	thought	
	
creative	interpretation	of	
assignment		
	
	
Consider	for	final	portfolio	
	 	
Completed	on	time	 	 	
	
